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Introduction
The describing function method is the first order version of the method of harmonic balance, which tries to find periodic solutions for nonlinear systems by fitting a truncated Fourier series. Traditionally, the method addresses itself to the system of Fig. 1 1970's [3,4,5,6,7] to the recent revival of interest [8, 9, 10] 
. It seems to the present authors that this work should be made more accessible to anyone who uses describing functions. We feel that previous work has either been too difficult for use by non-experts, or has only been available for a restricted set of nonlinear elements.
This paper sets out to remedy this, by providing a set of graphically oriented tools that are described in a purely operational manner in section 2. Several examples are given in section 3. The theory presented in section 4 draws on much of the literature referenced above (particularly the work of Michel and Miller [8] 
who considered the non-autonomous version of the same problem), but it contains novel features and we have taken care to direct it towards graphical interpretations. The principal novel feature is the use of a combination of L2 and L^norms in a way that allows us to restrict attention to only part of the domain of the nonlinear element, which in turn allows new problems to be solved and tightens bounds on the old ones. Another novel feature is the use of an amplitude and frequency-dependent poleshift to optimize the error estimate. By taking advantage of all the optimizations, a very tight error bound can usually be obtained, but there is also the option of obtaining a less precise bound with less effort by doing less optimization and by using easilyobtained upper bounds on the various functions.

How to use the results
We shall now explain the method of calculating error bounds in almost a cook-book fashion. A minimal amount of theory will be introduced, and the main -2-body is postponed until section 4. Fig. 1 We now try to find a closed bounded set ft that contains (<io,a,) 
The idea is to find ft, a set of fundamental frequency and amplitude values, (o),a-j), that can be shown to contain the fundamental frequency and amplitude of a true oscillatory solution to the system in
The boundary of ft consists of those points where the ratio is 1.
(b) We can fix e at some slightly pessimistic (large) value and use the inequality (2.3). This is easy to implement graphically since it says that points (oj,a-j) inside ft must be such that the distance between N(a-|) and -1/G(ju)) is at most q(a-|,e)/a-|. Consequently, we can choose a range of a1 values, and draw discs centered on N(a^) and of radius q(a-|,e)/a-|. The envelope of the discs cuts off a range of w values and the first and last discs to intersect the -1/G locus
define the correct a1 range (see Fig. 2 
.1). This is analogous to the discs drawn on the -1/G locus in
-7- a'(u)^) _fe-pM ii
This results from combining (2.2) and (2.4)). Now we can draw discs on the locus of -1/G, but otherwise proceed as in method (b). A justification and verification
of using error circles this way will be exemplified in Example 3.1. Fig. 3 .
3b, and G(s) = --^« 4(sN-3s+l) Note that n(x) is a discontinuous function, which presents no problems for our error analysis. However, G is not strictly proper, so p(w) is infinite. One way to circumvent this problem is to remove the constant part of G and absorb
it into n, i.e., we poleshift n. This gives the model shown in Fig. 3.4 Fig. 1.1 (sN-3s+l) saturation characteristic of Fig. 3 
, with G'(s) = -5-^and n'(x) being the
When n(x) = x and G(x) = -,^s J
, the Nyquist locus (of G, and not (sJ+2sN.s+3) 3 2 Fig. 3 B(0,e(to,a-|) ) then |E (a-j,x*)| < a(to,a-j The interested reader should consult these publications for details. Choose e such that for all (co,a.j) near (u!,^), e > p(u>)(p(a,) +q(a,,e)).
of -1/G) is shown in
.6. Since N(a^) = j a^, the locus of -1/N lies along the negative real axis, so there is a describing function solution which turns out to be to = }/29 a-j = /4/3 . The intersection is, however, at a fairly shallow angle, and the high harmonic part of the G locus remains close to the -1/N locus and even comes back towards it at high frequencies; so we might suspect the solution to be inaccurate. If we apply the full error analysis of
a1 = G(jto) E(a],x*)a1 -G(jto) N(a1)a] (4.4) where -E(a-|,x*) a.jCOSt= (P1[n(x1+x*)-n(x2)])(t). Since P-jX
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